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Outta This World

Virtual reality labs produce very real benefits

Virtual reality labs help engineers, technicians and mechanics improve product designs
and optimize manufacturing and maintenance procedures early in program development.

Go Smart(er)

Guidelines for efficient travel help achieve both business
objectives and travel cost reduction
The 2011 goal of all Business Areas
and within Enterprise Operations is
to reduce travel-related costs by a
minimum 15 percent, by making smart
decisions about travel planning and
purchasing behavior a direct link to
achieving affordability objectives.
As with many cost containment
efforts, the best opportunities start
with low-hanging fruit—habits that are
easy to implement and yield clear savings. Global Supply Chain Operations
takes account of such practices to help
employees seek the most cost-effective
business travel arrangements possible.
“Business travel is often critically important to executing company
objectives,” says Nancy Deskins,

director of Category Management,
Infrastructure, & Services, “and our
objective here is not to eliminate it but
to travel smarter.”

When You Book
Travel savings begin with using the
Lockheed Martin Travel Card; Travel
Agency as well as the LM Travel
Portal (https://lmtravel.global.lmco.
com/), which provides access to the
Travelocity Business on-line booking
tool and Lockheed Martin’s approved
travel suppliers; airline, hotel, rental
vehicle, and other travel providers.
Employees should always refer
to Corporate Policy Statement CPS-

Two of the coolest virtual reality centers
in America aren’t in Silicon Valley, university laboratories or even Hollywood.
They’re in Littleton, Colo., and Fort
Worth, Texas, where they’re helping
Lockheed Martin and its customers generate cost savings that are definitely no
illusion.
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics’
Human Immersive Laboratory (HIL)
and Lockheed Martin Space Systems’
Collaborative Human Immersive
Laboratory (CHIL) are enabling both
companies to improve product designs
and optimize manufacturing and maintenance procedures long before the hardware rolls onto the assembly floor.
“We put engineers, technicians and
mechanics in a virtual environment to fine
tune hardware designs and manufacturing
processes before production or development begins,” explains Jeff Smith, director of special projects at Space Systems
and CHIL lead. “This allows us to iden-

417: Business Travel for arranging
travel and expenditure guidance for
trips under 30 days. Some basic guidelines for travel savings include purchasing non-refundable tickets, staying
at hotels within per diem, using
Lockheed Martin-approved suppliers,
and booking and canceling reservations online.

Focus On The
Business Purpose
1. Minimize one-day trips for just a
single purpose unless it’s requested

tify risks and increase efficiencies early in
program development, when the cost, risk
and time associated with making modifications are low.”
The resultant savings are dramatic.
At the HIL in Fort Worth, engineers
made early-stage design changes to all
three variants of the F-35 that allowed
the program to avoid $100 million-plus
in downstream hardware modifications.
The F-35 team brought in flightdeck personnel from Navy aircraft carriers who launch, recover and handle the
aircraft, along with the maintainers on
the hangar deck who keep the aircraft
mission ready. The experienced sailors
were able to quickly identify design
issues that would impede their work.
“Our design engineers then went
back and made changes,” says Pascale
Rondot, Aeronautics’ HIL lead. “We
estimate that the HIL has already provided a 20:1 return on investment.”
See Virtual p. 4

by a customer or by a business
unit. If you must travel, look for
ways to optimize the trip by consolidating meetings. Better yet,
seek alternative meeting methods,
such as video conferencing and
teleconferencing.
2. Limit the number of employees
traveling to the same meeting to
only mission-critical attendees.
3. Arrange to share ground transportation such as taxis and rental cars
when travelling with other employees to the same meeting.
See Travel p. 7

Students collected and recycled 138,373 bottles at the 2nd Annual Lockheed Martin and Manatee County Schools Recycling Round-Up and set an official Guinness World Record.

Smashing Success

Recycling Roundup garners Guinness World Record
Florida students smashed last year’s
record-setting total for collecting plastic
bottles at an event in April in anticipation of Earth Day – and set an official
Guinness World Record for collecting
and recycling the most bottles in an
eight-hour period.
At the 2nd Annual Lockheed
Martin and Manatee County Schools
Recycling Round-Up held April 21
at Sugg Middle School in Bradenton,
Fla., students from 11 Manatee County
Schools collected and recycled 138,373

bottles, which equates to 11,080 pounds.
Those figures obliterated last year´s
record of 69,000 bottles collected totaling 5,440 pounds.
Both last year´s and this year’s
Recycling Round-Up total made history
when they set an official Guinness World
Record for collecting the most plastic
bottles recycled in an eight-hour period.
The Recycling Round-Up was a
prelude to Earth Day 2011, which was
observed internationally on Friday, April
22. The purpose of the Round-Up is to

help students develop a personal awareness and passion when it comes to recycling practices to protect the environment.
“The event was a great partnership
between our Corporation and the Manatee
County School System,” said Gary
Cambre, Communications senior manager
for Environmental Remediation, “where
we also support a variety of Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math initiatives. This is an outstanding event to promote recycling and also to demonstrate to
students that we can all make a difference
with our Go Green efforts to help preserve
and restore our environment.”
Some of the ways recycling awareness was conveyed to students included
use of display booths with educational

displays on energy conservation; a hybrid
garbage truck; and a recycling educational vehicle containing interactive videos, games, contests and prizes.
“This has been an incredible experience for everyone involved and it´s a
great way for our schools and community to come together to show our students the importance of recycling,” said
Patrick Gallagher, Energy and Recycling
Specialist for the Manatee County
School District. “It´s important for students to learn that by working together,
we can make a difference.” ■
For more information, contact
Communicator Gary Cambre, at 941554-3862, gary.cambre@lmco.com.

Lockheed Martin-Built Next Generation Missile
Warning Satellite Launched Successfully
The first Space Based Infrared
System (SBIRS) geosynchronous
(GEO-1) spacecraft, built by
Lockheed Martin for the U.S. Air
Force, successfully launched in May
from Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station, Fla., aboard a United Launch
Alliance Atlas V rocket, left. SBIRS
GEO-1 is the most technologically
advanced military infrared satellite
ever developed and will deliver
vastly improved missile warning
capabilities for the nation while
simultaneously improving the nation’s
missile defense, technical intelligence
and battlespace awareness mission
areas. SBIRS GEO-1 includes highly
sophisticated scanning and staring
sensors that will deliver improved
infrared sensitivity and a reduction in area revisit times over the current constellation.
The scanning sensor will provide a wide area surveillance of missile launches and
natural phenomena across the earth, while the staring sensor will be used to observe
smaller areas of interest with superior sensitivity. These dual independent sensors
will enhance early warning of missile launches around the globe, support the nation’s
ballistic missile defense system, greatly expand technical intelligence gathering
capability, and bolster situational awareness for warfighters on the battlefield.
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Real Competition Drives
Productivity And Innovation

“The New Reality” is a special fivepart series providing a roadmap to the
changing defense industry landscape.
The series addresses how growing
Global Security demands coupled
with constrained resources affect the
Corporation and its employees.

In an unprecedented global security environment where doing more with
less is becoming the norm for industry
and government, the Department of
Defense (DoD) is returning to a fundamental business principle to obtain
greater efficiency in defense spending.
Promoting the use of real competition is
one of the pillars of DoD’s initiative.
Defined by Dr. Ashton Carter,
Undersecretary of Defense for
Acquisition, Technology and Logistics,
23 defense acquisition focus areas aim
to find additional savings in the DoD

When speaking at a National
Defense Industrial Association’s summit
recently, Lockheed Martin Chairman and
CEO Bob Stevens stated, “When conditions warrant, we engage vigorously in
competitions to drive innovation and better value and better creative ideas.”
Stevens stressed performing with
excellence, flawless execution and continuous improvement in quality, while
driving value-based innovation into
Lockheed Martin’s solutions.
To promote real competition, the
DoD will ensure efficiencies throughout
the procurement process by requiring
acquisition officials to present a competitive strategy at each program milestone
and remove obstacles to competition.
“Lockheed Martin has always
been focused on competition at both
the prime and subcontractor tiers,” said
Marcy Palus, Lockheed Martin vice

adapting accordingly,” she said. “For
example, our procurement and capture
teams will need to look at how to use
technically-acceptable lower cost as
the evaluation criteria for award. Our
technical solutions will have to adapt in
order to be competitive.”

Removing Obstacles and
Small Businesses’ Role

Of the contracts DoD procures annually, Dr. Carter explained, $55 billion
are considered “ineffective competition” since only one offer was received
even in full and open competitions. This
costly pattern is to be mitigated with
negotiations held with all single bid
offers based on cost and price analysis.
Reminders such as these help
drive commonality and understanding
among industry, said George Burgess,
Lockheed Martin director of Corporate

A diverse network of Lockheed Martin suppliers helps foster
competition and innovation in the Aerospace & Defense industry.

56 percent 	Portion of 21,100 unique suppliers with whom Lockheed Martin
did business in 2010 that are small businesses

$1.3 billion 	Spending in 2010 by Lockheed Martin with Veteran and
Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Businesses

39,750 	
Total number of small businesses in the Lockheed Martin
supplier database.

budget. The utilization of all possible
competitive opportunities is intended to
drive productivity, innovation, quality as
well as prevent waste and find cost savings in the acquisition process.
Lockheed Martin’s success has
always been contingent on meeting the
customer’s needs —namely delivering
quality products and systems at a lower
cost while adding value every step of the
way. Now, more than ever, its laser-sharp
focus on providing innovative yet affordable solutions will be the key in remaining competitive in the New Reality.

president of corporate contracts. “It is
important that we offer best-value solutions to our customers.”
Palus noted that the DoD is asking its procurement teams and industry
as a whole to understand the criticality of
competition in achieving the best return on
investment. “There are positive outcomes
or risks associated with every change in
the procurement environment,” she continued. “Understanding those changes and
responding with agility are critical.
“We strive to exercise diligence in
understanding procurement trends and

Strategy & Business Development.
“We welcome the opportunity to compete on a level playing field,” he said.
“Illuminating their recommendations
only reinforces Lockheed Martin’s focus
on flawless execution.”
To eliminate obstacles that hinder competitive bidding, the DoD will
develop a plan to improve the overall
rate of competition and the rate of effective competition.
“‘Real’ competition is viewed as a
powerful tool to drive productivity and
generate cost savings for the products

and services the DoD buys,” Burgess
said. “Our capture and program teams
are proactively responding to these
directives.
“We will continue to deliver on our
promises with affordable and relevant
customer-preferred products and services.
This will enable us to leverage incumbency as a true discriminator for growing
our core programs while effectively shaping and winning new business opportunities. The key is to engage the right talent
at the right time with the right process
discipline to make it happen.”
The DoD also highlighted the role
of small business in industry competition as enablers of innovation and cost
reduction.
Nancy Deskins, Lockheed Martin
director of Corporate Agreements &
Supplier Diversity, said, “In some competitions, we are meeting or exceeding
the customers’ expectations and, in others, we are evaluating the real impact
to our procurement practices and how
to effectively demonstrate our efforts to
align with the expectations.”
For instance, the DoD recently
rated Lockheed Martin’s small business
program as “outstanding,” the highest
rating awarded to a contractor. “While
we are very proud of this program
assessment,” Deskins said, “we need to
continue to drive small business inclusion in all our programs.”
Deskins also highlighted
Lockheed Martin’s focus on government-sponsored outreach programs
such as the Small Business Innovative
Research, or SBIR program, and Mentor
Protégé Program as a vehicle for driving
innovation in industry.
Lockheed Martin has an objective
to maintain a world class supply base,
one that enables mission success and
enhances shareholder value.
“To accomplish that objective,
we must ensure that the Corporation’s
sourcing process is unencumbered
and avails us to innovative ideas and
technology regardless of the source,”
Deskins said. “Using diverse suppliers makes good business sense and at
Lockheed Martin small business contributes to mission success.” ■

Second P-3 Orion With Mid-Life Upgrade Is Delivered To U.S. Customs and Border Protection
Lockheed Martin delivered the second P-3 Orion with
new Mid-Life Upgrade enhancements to U.S. Customs
and Border Protection (CBP) in April. Joining CBP’s first
upgraded Orion, these aircraft support the critical missions
of interdicting and preventing acts of terrorism, and the
unlawful movement of people, illegal drugs and other
contraband toward or across the United States borders. The
P-3 Mid-Life Upgrade program replaces the aircraft outer
wings, center wing lower surface and horizontal stabilizer
with new production components. It replaces all fatiguelife limiting structures with enhanced-design components
and incorporates a new metal alloy that is five times more
corrosion resistant, greatly reducing the cost of ownership
for P-3 operators. The Mid-Life Upgrade removes current
aircraft flight restrictions and extends the structural service life of the P-3 up to 15,000 hours, adding more than 20 years of operational use. P-3 Orion is used for
homeland security, hurricane reconnaissance, anti-piracy operations, humanitarian relief, search and rescue, intelligence gathering and antisubmarine warfare. P-3s
were used to assist in air traffic control and data gathering over the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Virtual

Continued from p. 1
The individual technologies found
in HIL and CHIL aren’t unique. They’re
being used in many arenas, from health
care and manufacturing to movie-making and video games. But both facilities
are unique in the way they have combined the technologies to create immersive environments to assist in every
phase of a production program, from
product and facility design to equipment
sustainment in the field.
The labs integrate virtual reality (VR) with computer-aided design
(CAD) and related digital three-dimensional technologies to solve problems
that otherwise could not be readily
understood or even visualized.
The fundamental VR capability includes 24 motion-tracking digital
cameras and image-analysis software
that allows up to four people to interact
in a virtual environment with 3D computer-generated images of the product,
whether it’s a communications satellite
or a fighter jet.
The difference in Aeronautics’
and Space Systems’ lines of business —
large-volume aircraft programs versus
one-of-a-kind or low-volume spacecraft
— illustrates the versatility of the virtual
reality labs.
At the HIL in Fort Worth,
Aeronautics has moved from identifying
early design issues to a broader focus
throughout the life cycle including sustainment of several platforms such as
F-35, F-22 and C-130J. Manufacturing
concepts and lean approaches for
eliminating waste and reducing costs are
developed and tested before they’re put
into practice on the production floor.
Further along the product lifecycle, maintainers can quickly learn in the
virtual world how to service and support
the aircraft. The HIL provides hands-on

Simulation capabilities allow engineers and technicians to test, understand and validate processes and products early in development.

experience without incurring the cost of
a hardware mockup.
Space Systems’ products, on
the other hand, can’t be maintained by
humans while they’re in space, but they do
present unique manufacturing demands.
Spacecraft can weigh thousands of pounds
and have tens of thousands of electronic
and electro-mechanical components, all of
which must be assembled by hand.
Every connection must withstand
the shock and vibration of riding a
rocket into space, so every assembly
step is verified and documented. After
launch they have to travel millions of
miles and arrive unaffected by the deep
cold and low-level radiation of space.
The exacting production environment to meet these demands requires
that everything possible be done to get
it right the first time and hold down the
cost of rework.
While the CHIL has been open for
less than six months, components of the
facility have already demonstrated their

Integrating virtual reality with computer-aided design and related digital three-dimensional
technologies, the labs help users solve problems that otherwise could not be readily
understood or even visualized.
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value. Digital design software incorporated into the lab was used to help engineers reconfigure the processing facility
for GPS III satellites.
Improvements on the original
design proposal will result in 39 percent
fewer space vehicle moves, 56 percent
fewer lifts, and a 62 percent reduction in
distance traveled inside the facility.
Another noteworthy efficiency lies
in the CHIL itself. The Space Systems
facility leveraged lessons learned and
design elements from the HIL, which
has evolved over several years.
“We showed Jeff’s team what we
were doing, and he saw immediately how
core capabilities like our CAVE could
be used in his facility,” says Rondot at
the HIL. Short for cave automatic virtual
environment, the CAVE is a room comprised of three large display walls and a
display floor. The user inside the CAVE
is immersed in a full-scale virtual environment in which he moves around using
a head tracker and wand.

Rondot says Aeronautics is hoping to explore synergies with other
Lockheed Martin companies as well.
One potential opportunity is with Global
Logistics and Training, she says.
Already, the HIL has networked
with the Lockheed Martin Center
for Innovation (also known as the
Lighthouse) in Suffolk, Va., where the
Corporation is able to bring VR immersion capabilities closer to its customers.
The CHIL is also in the process of networking with the Lighthouse.
“The general public tends to think
of virtual reality in the context of the
entertainment industry,” notes Space
Systems’ Smith. “But that’s all about
fantasy. Our capabilities and the savings
they’re generating are very, very real.” ■
More information about the HIL and
CHIL can be found on their respective
Web pages at http://www.
lockheedmartin.com/aeronautics/labs/
human_immersive.html, and http://www.
lockheedmartin.com/products/chil.

Scholarships Awarded

The Lockheed Martin Corporation Foundation in May
announced the recipients of the annual National Merit
Lockheed Martin Academic Scholarship Program. A
combined one hundred scholarships are being awarded
to National Merit finalists, called the National Merit
Lockheed Martin Academic Scholars as well as to special
scholars, called the Lockheed Martin Academic Scholars
who are the children of Lockheed Martin employees.
The National Merit Scholarship Corporation administers this highly competitive program and notes that the
Corporation’s winners, who earned the designation of
National Merit Scholars, have placed themselves academically within the top one-half of 1 percent of all U.S. high
school graduates. The scholarship program awards $3,000
per year for up to four years of undergraduate study.
To be considered for the scholarship, high school
students must take the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test
(PSAT/NMSQT) in the fall of their junior year, and
submit a Lockheed Martin on-line application in order
to be considered. Visit http://www.lockheedmartin.
AWARD

RECIPIENT NAME

EMPLOYEE(S)
NAME(S)

com/aboutus/community/education/merit_scholarship_
program.html for additional information.

2013 Graduates
Children of employees who will enroll full time in
college in the fall of 2013, mostly students in their junior
year/grade 11 of high school, must take the PSAT/NMSQT
on the date their school chooses in October 2011.
Students should obtain a copy of the Official
Student Guide to the PSAT/NMSQT from their high
school counselor and make arrangements with the
school to take the test.
Students will generally receive their PSAT/
NMSQT scores in the late December 2011/early
January 2012 timeframe. All students who wish
to compete for the Lockheed Martin Academic
Scholarship Program, however, must also apply online
between September 2011 and February 28, 2012.
The high school seniors from the class of
2011 who have been awarded Lockheed Martin
WORK CITY

AWARD

Academic Scholarships, which are funded by the
Lockheed Martin Corporation Foundation and awarded
through the National Merit Scholarship Corporation,
are listed below. ■

RECIPIENT NAME

EMPLOYEE(S)
NAME(S)

WORK CITY

Information Systems & Global Services

Aeronautics
Merit

Vaibhav S. Chattree

Neelu Chattree

Fort Worth, Texas

Merit

Kevin M. Bowman

Philip J. Bowman

Merit

Peter J. Demarzio

Steven P. Demarzio

Palmdale, Calif.

Merit

Neil Chainani

Sujata Chainani

Rockville, Md.

Merit

Hannah L. Dotson

Paul J. Dotson

Fort Worth, Texas

Merit

Sanjay Chainani

Sujata Chainani

Rockville, Md.
Gaithersburg, Md.

San Jose, Calif.

Merit

Brooke M. Hitt

Steven A. Hitt

Fort Worth, Texas

Merit

Sonia S. Gaur

Sangeeta G. Gaur

Merit

Stefanie M. Saathoff

William M. Saathoff

Fort Worth, Texas

Merit

Pranav Gokhale

Dilip S. Gokhale

Gaithersburg, Md.

Special

Mason L. Bass

Tim L. Bass

Fort Worth, Texas

Merit

Audrey E. Hayhurst

Brett D. Hayhurst

Fairmont, W. Va.

Special

Brice P. Bowerman

Keith L. Bowerman

Marietta, Ga.

Merit

Amy K. Kao

Hwa-Perng H. Kao

Houston, Texas

Special

Sara B. Ferretti

Tamara B. Ferretti
Kevin J. Ferretti

Marietta, Ga.

Merit

Rachel L. Key

Robert C. Key

Littleton, Colo.

Merit

Brandon S. Mentley

Lisa P. Mentley

King of Prussia, Pa.

Merit

Emily M. Pritt

Mark D. Pritt

Gaithersburg, Md.

Merit

Emily G. Redmond

James P. Redmond

King of Prussia, Pa.

Special

Ellen A. Barineau

Daniel W. Barineau

Houston, Texas

Special

Heather M. Besch

William L. Besch

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Special

James A. Bonaffini

Kathleen F. Bonaffini
Andrew Bonaffini

Manassas, Va.

Special

Ilana M. Drucker

Alyssa B. Drucker

Rockville, Md.

Special

Kerry E. Engoron

Elizabeth S. Engoron

Gaithersburg, Md.

Special

Charlotte C. Flatebo

Mitchell E. Flatebo

Ridgecrest, Calif.

Special

Leah N. Frederick

David A. Frederick

Manassas, Va.

Special

Colin M. Frosch

Kenneth E. Frosch

Fairmont, W. Va.

Special

Colin T. Gura

Jeff W. Gura

Gaithersburg, Md.

Special

Michelle K. Jeffers

Martin D. Jeffers

Hanover, Md.

Special

Anna T. Kovalcik

Luanne M. Kovalcik
Edward Kovalcik

Rockville, Md.

Special

Divya Madhusudhan

Sreedevi Madhusudhan
Madhusudhan R.
Doddabele

Arlington, Va.

Special

Mary J. Galbraith

Jonathan E. Galbraith

Fort Worth, Texas

Special

Daniel S. Lake

Robert K. Lake
Doris A. Lake

Fort Worth, Texas

Special

Catherine N. Lide

Charles R. Lide

Marietta, Ga.

Special

Alyssa C. Nielson

Jeffrey H. Nielson

Fort Worth, Texas

Special

Elizabeth D. Schunk

Robert A. Schunk

Marietta, Ga.

Electronic Systems
Merit

Rohit Agrawal

Mukul B. Agrawal

Eagan, Minn.

Merit

Dominick Calabria

Dominick P. Calabria

Syracuse, N.Y.

Merit

Kristin M. Elias

Andre E. Elias

Orlando, Fla.

Merit

Genevieve M. Haney

Elizabeth A. Wing

Eagan, Minn.

Merit

Paige E. Holaday

Eric L. Holaday

Orlando, Fla.

Merit

Yana List

Victoria M.
Sukholutskaya

Moorestown, N.J.
Grand Prairie, Texas

Merit

Clare M. Newman

David F. Newman

Merit

Michael G. Pollard

Alan G. Pollard

Orlando, Fla.

Merit

Edmond B. Raymer

Kris A. Raymer

Moorestown, N.J.

Merit

Andrew D. Smith

Donna F. Smith

Moorestown, N.J.

Merit

Jennifer B. Tilton

Natalie J. Glover
Brian Tilton

Riviera Beach, Fla.

Special

Katherine M. Atwater

Bradley T. Atwater

Special

Emily R. Moore

Michael W. Moore

Gaithersburg, Md.

Special

Bryant L. Pong

Peter Pong

San Jose, Calif.

Moorestown, N.J.

Special

Lisa K. Ramsburg

Dawn C. Ramsburg

Rockville, Md.

Special

Andrew W. Renfrew

Michele R. Renfrew

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Special

Katherine G. Rhinehart

Roch H. Rhinehart

Aurora, Colo.

Special

Mark R. Schierling

John G. Schierling

Herndon, Va.

Special

Heather M. Selheimer

June E. Selheimer

Valley Forge, Pa.

Special

Candice M. Stefanic

Sandra A. Stefanic

King of Prussia, Pa.

Special

Daniel D. Chianucci

David D. Chianucci
Michelle Chianucci

Owego, N.Y.

Special

Christopher M. Doss

Nathan E. Doss

Moorestown, N.J.

Special

Lindsey N. Herman

Theresa A. Herman
William T. Herman

Manassas, Va.

Special

Catherine M. Hornback

Mary K. Hornback

Baltimore, Md.

Special

Brian W. Ives

Sherry A. Ives

Owego, N.Y.

Special

Charles E. Jacobsen

Charles V. Jacobsen

Grand Prairie, Texas

Special

Julie M. Kurz

Anton J. Kurz

Grand Prairie, Texas

Special

Eva K. Ludwig

Howard W. Ludwig

Orlando, Fla.

Special

Danielle R. Terhune

Jeffrey W. Terhune

Wall Township, N.J.

Special

Katelyn E. Troutman

Harry B. Troutman
Elizabeth A. Troutman

Valley Forge, Pa.

Special

Amanda E. Ward

Steven J. Ward
Annette M. Ward

Gaithersburg, Md.

Special

Courtney E. Maimon

Sharon K. Maimon

Manassas, Va.

Special

Jillian W. Wen

Yu Song

Arlington, Va.

Special

Aaron L. Mckinney

Kevin D. Mckinney

Orlando, Fla.

Special

Alexander F. Yee

Benny D. Yee
Judith Fechter

Gaithersburg, Md.

Special

Mitchell R. Michalak

Robert R. Michalak

Orlando, Fla.

Special

Aubrey R. Paris

Kenneth H. Paris

Moorestown, N.J.

Special

Ruth F. Speidel

Keith W. Speidel

Syracuse, N.Y.

Special

Rachel C. Taylor

Stephen J. Taylor
Julia C. Taylor

Syracuse, N.Y.

Special

Quoc Anh P. Tran

Duyet Tran

Fort Worth, Texas

Special

Michael J. Venincasa

David L. Venincasa

Orlando, Fla.

Special

Kaitlin S. Wood

Roger F. Wood

Orlando, Fla.

Enterprise Business Services
Merit

Matthew J. Lau

Johnny C. Lau

Fort Worth, Texas

Special

Victor S. Wang

George K. Wang

Rockville, Md.

Enterprise Operations
Merit

Brett M. Adamie

Michelle G. Adamie

Fort Worth, Texas

Merit

Brian A. Wolfskill

Lee A. Wolfskill

Bethesda, Md.

Special

Garrett P. Hanrahan

Sean K. Hanrahan

King of Prussia, Pa.

Special

Lisa M. Hofgesang

Paul J. Hofgesang

Owego, N.Y.

Special

Jonathan M. Hrehor

Dennis M. Hrehor

Marietta, Ga.

Special

Sarah R. Kingsley

John P. Kingsley

Orlando, Fla.

Special

Christopher A. Walls

Wanda S. Walls

Fort Worth, Texas

Sandia
Merit

Samuel A. Carr

Dorthe B. Carr

Albuquerque, N.M.

Merit

Kelsey N. Schwaner

Brian J. Schwaner

Albuquerque, N.M.

Merit

Kyle P. Walker

Deborah A. Schutt
James Schutt

Albuquerque, N.M.

Special

Shannon J. Hankins

Matthew G. Hankins

Albuquerque, N.M.
Sunnyvale, Calif.

Space Systems
Merit

Alexander Deboni

Marc A. Deboni
Yevgeniya Deboni

Merit

Daniel O. Peterson

Steven R. Peterson

Newtown, Pa.

Merit

Hillary E. Redmond

Kevin P. Redmond

Denver, Colo.

Merit

Nicholas J. Wallbillich

Thomas J. Wallbillich

New Orleans, La.

Special

Ryan C. Fong

Ronald J. Fong

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Special

Justin M. Gronet

Marc J. Gronet

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Special

Kathleen T. Nguyen

Karen H. Nguyen

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Special

Sean D. Oswald

Laura A. Oswald

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Special

Elizabeth K. Uhlig

Daniel J. Uhlig

Waterton, Colo.

Merit – National Merit Lockheed Martin Academic Scholar
Special – Lockheed Martin Academic Scholar
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At Space Systems, some 170 employees at Newtown, Pa., along with families and friends planted more than
1,500 trees at Washington Crossing Historic Park in a volunteer event conducted with the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania and the Friends of Washington Crossing Park. The trees, also donated by Lockheed Martin,
inaugurated a reforestation program commemorating the 2,400 soldiers of the Continental Army who crossed
the Delaware River at Washington Crossing on Dec. 25, 1776. Space Systems at Sunnyvale, Calif., set up a
booth on renewable energy applications at NASA/Ames Moffett Field in Mountain View, Calif., left. Shown in the
photo are employees Jeff Richmond and Teresa Gomez.

National
Environmental
Education Week

Members of the Electronic Systems Mission Systems & Sensors Go Green affinity group in Moorestown,
N.J., spread wildflower seeds. From left are Leslie Hurff, Michael Sloan, Paula Sorrentino, Ken Walters,
Harry Smith and Dave Sutton.

The Center for Leadership Excellence celebrated Earth Day along with receipt of an award
for having one of Lockheed Martin’s greenest dining operations. From left are Tony Loos,
Benchmark director of Food and Beverage; Mark Grosh, Benchmark general manager;
Bob Dadio, CLE director; and Anthony Scott, Benchmark Facilities director.
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Employees recognized National Environmental

Education Week (EE Week) with onsite celebrations,
community clean-up events, school visits and other
green activities. EE Week is the nation’s largest

environmental education event held each year the
week before Earth Day to inspire environmental
learning and stewardship among K-12 students.

Aeronautics employees in Johnstown, Pa., spread seeds to help slow the
flow of storm water. From left are Jeremy Marron, Ron Donaldson, Jackie
Garlesky, Lynn Freeman and Georgie Butera.

Members of the Information Systems & Global Solutions Go Green team in Gaithersburg,
Md., support a vendor fair. Over 300 participants learned how they can be more
sustainable and efficient. From left are Eileen Tierney, Veronica Thomas, Sarn Bien-Aime,
Michelle Lacey, Jacqueline Smith, Trang Do and Keith Chapman.

ETHICS AND BUSINESS CONDUCT

Don’t Hesitate To Ask

Ethics cases highlight the importance of understanding requirements
The Corporation’s “front lines” are in
factories, shipyards, air bases, and at
customers’ facilities – all the places
where Lockheed Martin employees
are directly involved in producing and
maintaining products for customers.
Employees who operate in these environments are often faced with making
real-time decisions about how to get the
job done and intense pressure to meet
urgent customer requirements.
This article presents examples of
situations that have come to the Ethics
Office from field and factory teams;
it explains not only how they were
resolved, but also how they could have
been prevented.
“These cases highlight the importance of asking questions to ensure that
we understand the quality and technical
requirements of the work that we are
asked to perform,” says Alice Eldridge, the
Corporation’s vice president of Ethics and
Business Conduct. “They also highlight
the importance of leaders communicating
transparently with their employees.”

Case Issue: Who is
responsible for improper
installation?
Background
An employee alleged she had been
unfairly suspended for improperly installing a part during an assembly repair.

Investigation/Findings
The investigation found significant
confusion among all personnel about
which drawings should be used and the
tolerances that were required. The first
shift operations team and the second
shift crew lead knew that the part being
installed had a tab that needed to be
trimmed upon installation.

After an investigation, the suspension was revoked. The installer received
a written counseling to always follow
proper drawing specifications and ask
questions if the drawings are not clear.
The crew lead, who did not provide
proper instruction to the installer, was
removed from his position and received
a suspension. His inaction caused expen-

“These cases highlight the importance of asking
questions to ensure that we understand the
quality and technical requirements of the work
that we are asked to perform. They also highlight
the importance of leaders communicating
transparently with their employees.”
— Alice Eldridge, vice president, Ethics and Business Conduct

This information was not passed to
the second shift installer, who installed
the tab without trimming it. This created
an out-of-tolerance condition.
Correction of the problem required
significant rework. Management held
the installer responsible for this error
and suspended her. The installer did not
believe this was fair because the drawings were not clear.

sive rework, and more important, it
compromised the quality and safety of
the product.
Postscript
With several people confused about the
technical requirements, any one of them
could and should have asked for clarification. The supervisor, manager, and engineers supporting the work also should

Travel

Case Issue: Is it acceptable
to build hardware at home?
Background
An employee contacted the Ethics
Office stating that another employee had
been authorized to fabricate deliverable
customer hardware at home.
Investigation/Findings
Assemblies were needed to support a
customer’s immediate needs in the field.
An assembly mechanic decided to fabricate the assemblies at his home. Both
the Hardware Engineering manager and
the program manager were aware of and
supported this decision.
However, when the Ethics Office
contacted the Quality director, he immediately said this was not an acceptable
approach. The program adjusted its plan
and the hardware was properly built.
They also educated the team regarding
the policy.
Postscript
A potentially significant issue was averted
because an employee spoke up and asked
a question. Employees are encouraged to
raise their concerns with whomever they
are most comfortable.
See Ethics p. 8

purchase greater than six days in
advance of travel. Per CPS-417, “If
you purchase tickets 30 days or more
before the travel date, you should submit an expense report for the tickets
to ensure timely settlement of your
monthly Travel Card statement.”
3. Minimize first class and business class
on domestic travel. Only Corporate
elected officers and business unit
presidents are eligible to fly first class.
Vice presidents may fly business class
or upgradeable coach class. All other
employees requesting first or business
class travel requires designated travel
approver, or DTA approval.
4. Minimize international business class
on flights less than 10 hours, except
for medical reasons. Per CPS-417,
all business class travel requires DTA
preapproval, with few exceptions.

Continued from p. 1
4. Avoid booking lodging in excess of
per diem unless additional costs are
unavoidable.
5. Use the Travelocity Business online booking tool for all domestic
travel and simple international travel
arrangements. Agent-assisted bookings are recommended for complex
international travel arrangements.
6. When selecting a hotel, evaluate
the total value to include room rate,
internet availability, and parking and
breakfast costs if applicable.

Fly Right
1. Per CPS-417, Lockheed Martin’s
standard class of air travel is the
“lowest nonrefundable coach class
[fare], meeting mission requirements,
on a Lockheed Martin-approved airline available at the time the ticket is
purchased.” The intent is to eliminate

have checked with the installers to be
sure they understood the documentation.

the purchase of first and business
class or other costly airfare based
on frequent flyer programs, aircraft
type, or upgrade opportunities.

2. Book airfare at the time the business need is finalized. The earlier
the booking, the better the fare. The
objective is to encourage airfare

Future GoSmart articles will take
a closer look at the policies that govern
business travel, the optimum use of the
Corporation’s online travel resources,
alternative solutions and exceptions to
the rules. ■

Employees Recognized For Volunteer Service
Special recognition is being given to employees in May in celebration of National Volunteers Week. The President’s Volunteer Service Award
is being presented to 4,250 employees who each logged more than 100 hours of volunteer service in 2010. Collectively, with more than 1.3
million hours of volunteer service, this was the sixth consecutive year employees exceeded one million hours of service. “Those numbers speak
powerfully to the character of our company and our employees,” said Lockheed Martin Chairman & CEO Bob Stevens in a memo issued to
employees in May, “and I am humbled by – and grateful for – your genuine concern for others. The variety of ways in which you volunteer
is impressive. Whether teaching in classrooms, serving food to those in need, raising money for health research and treatment, working to
improve playgrounds or schools, cleaning beaches and parks, building homes, or sending care packages to the men and women of our armed forces, you are setting
a great example and making a real difference in the communities where we live and work.”
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Aegis Combat Systems
Installed On Two New
U.S. Navy Destroyers
The U.S. Navy, supported by
Lockheed Martin, has installed the
Aegis Combat System aboard two new
Navy destroyers, USS Gravely (DDG
107) and USS Jason Dunham (DDG
109). The Aegis Combat Systems have
also been certified as fully operational
through the tests known as Combat
Systems Ship Qualification Trials.
During the trials, the ships’ Aegis
Combat Systems were evaluated
for combat-readiness through
comprehensive surface, subsurface
and anti-air warfare exercises. These
included manned raids and electronic
attack scenarios, as well as thorough
testing of the systems’ tactical data link
and air defense capabilities. The Aegis
Weapon System includes the SPY-1
radar, the Navy’s most advanced
radar system. When paired with the
MK 41 Vertical Launching System,
it’s capable of delivering missiles for
every mission and threat environment
in naval warfare. Including these two
new Navy ships, the Aegis Weapon
System is deployed on 95 ships around
the globe. An Aegis file photo is
shown here.

Ethics

Continued from p. 7

Case Issue: Were safety
requirements followed?
Background
A maintenance mechanic suspected that
pressure hoses were not being properly
tracked for replacement and that someone had improperly changed the expiration dates in the system.
Investigation/Findings
High-pressure air hoses can cause serious injury and damage to property if they
rupture. The defined service life of these
hoses changed over time from replacement
every two years, with a pressure check
every three months, to a five-year replacement, with an annual pressure check.
More recently, as the material from
which the hoses are constructed became
more durable, management agreed to
change the replacement guideline so that
hoses are to be “replace[d] when needed
due to damage, cuts, or evidence of deterioration” regardless of age.
An investigation revealed that the
policy was not changed to reflect this
update and still stated that hoses were
required to be replaced every five years.
There was no evidence that anyone had
made any changes to the tracking system.
The investigation recommended that
record-keeping be improved, that the process for ordering new hoses be revisited,
and that the procedures for hose checks
and replacement be updated.

Postscript
Safety concerns should always be raised
and addressed as soon as they are recognized. The reporting mechanic was correct
that there was an issue requiring attention
and was right to bring his concern forward.

Case Issue: Does the team
have proper skills training
and certification?
Background
The Ethics Office was asked to look
into the possibility that: 1) people in the
operations organization were soldering
without being properly trained and certified; and 2) a supervisor may have falsified the training records.
Investigation/Findings
The investigation found that employees
were not properly certified for the work
being performed and were working to
a draft procedure that did not include
detailed training requirements. This situation had been identified in a Corrective
Action Request (CAR) and the program
was addressing the issue. There was no
evidence that training records had been
falsified.
Postscript
Proper training and certification are
essential, both for the safety of employees and customers, and for the quality
and reliability of products. Anyone with
a question about this definitely should
ask. In this situation, communication about the CAR and the corrective
actions already in place could have prevented the misunderstanding. ■

Lockheed Martin Today may contain forward-looking statements relating to projected future financial performance that are considered forward-looking statements under the federal securities laws. These statements are not guarantees of the Corporation's
future performance as actual results may vary depending on a multitude of factors. Investors should review the Corporation’s filings
regarding risks and uncertainties associated with Lockheed Martin's business. Refer to the Corporation’s SEC filings, including the
"Management's Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial Condition," "Risk Factors and Forward-Looking
Statements" and “Legal Proceedings” sections of the Corporation’s most recent annual report on Form 10-K and 2010 quarterly
reports on Form 10-Q, copies of which may be obtained at the Corporation's Web site http://www.lockheedmartin.com or the SEC’s
site at www.sec.gov. The Corporation expressly disclaims a duty to provide updates to forward-looking statements, and the estimates and assumptions associated with them, after the date of this Lockheed Martin Today to reflect the occurrence of subsequent
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2011 Ethics Awareness Training begins in May. Training sessions include
discussion on how to raise concerns by asking questions, obtaining data,
talking to others and reframing the issue. These techniques can help each of us
speak up more effectively and establish a dialogue that leads to stronger work
relationships and early resolution of issues. Employees can provide feedback by
taking the post-training survey.

Home Delivery!

You can now have the Lockheed Martin Today

newsletter sent directly to your home. To obtain a copy, e-mail your name
and address to The Jay Group at today@lmdistribute.com. In the subject
line, put “Request for LM Today home delivery.” Distribution to your home
will begin with the following issue.
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events, changed circumstances or changes in the Corporation's expectations. In addition, some or all of the following factors could
affect the Corporation's forward-looking statements: the ability to obtain or the timing of obtaining future government awards; the
availability of government funding and customer requirements both domestically and internationally; changes in government or
customer priorities due to program reviews or revisions to strategic objectives; difficulties in developing and producing operationally
advanced technology systems; the competitive environment; economic, business and political conditions domestically and internationally; program performance; the timing and customer acceptance of product deliveries; performance issues with key suppliers
and subcontractors; and the Corporation's ability to achieve or realize savings for its customers or itself through its cost-cutting program and other financial management programs. These are only some of the numerous factors that may affect the forward-looking
statements contained in Lockheed Martin Today.

